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Introduction
Master Marine Pro is a complete marine
repairing assistance tool.
Offering you a comprehensive solution to your
professional needs.

2MPro © 2016
Calle Río Júcar, 8 - 45007 Toledo (Spain)
© Design - 2MPro
© Texts - 2MPro
© Pictures - 2MPro
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What's Master Marine Pro

Master Marine Pro is a complete marine engines repairing assistant,
which, in a very intuitive way:
1. Enables you to diagnose up to 599 models (for the time being...).
2. Shows complete infos about engine componets and wiring diagrams (more than 800 systems...
for the time being).
3. Allows you direct access to many engine components in order to avoid having to handle them (i.e.
testing cilinders, calibrating injectors...).
4. Provides troubleshooting guides by symptoms/faultcodes.
5. Enables your company and customers the access to real data reports, thanks to GRP software,
providing vessel technical info and service data.
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What's Master Marine Pro

What's Master Marine Pro

Master Marine Pro isn't just for repairing but also offers:
1. Technical assistance		

2. Specialized Customer Service		

3. Training and Marketing

Intelligent diagnostics: optimized workshops

What's Master Marine Pro
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Who's it for

Master Marine Pro is for all diagnostics engine, PCW and boat
repairing professionals vessels: fleet owners, mechanics, dealers,
marine rentals, marine surveyors, professional fleets (i.e. tug boats),
yatch brokers, insurance companies...

INBOARD

OUTBOARD

JET SKI

Choose the best diagnostic equipment
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Who's it for

Our brands

Inboard

Outboard

Jet Ski

Caterpillar
Crusader
Cummins
Man
Mercruiser
Mercury
Mercury Racing
MTU
PCM
BRP Seadoo
VM Motor
Volkswagen
Volvo Penta
Yanmar
Weber

Honda
Johnson
Mariner
Mercury
Mercury Racing
Suzuki
Tohatsu
Selva Marine
Yamaha

Kawasaki
BRP Seadoo
Yamaha
Honda
Benelli...

Coming soon...

Our brands

Coming soon...

Coming soon...

New brands and
models cooming soon
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Diagnostic functions

Master Marine Pro is the most powerful device in the market. Its wide
range of diagnostic functions and other features mean added value in
boat maintenance:
Technical information, troubleshooting guides, GRP or garage management, direct
diagnosis on electronic modules...

"And all this in just one tool..."
VESSEL RECEPTION
The boat enters in the shop (Heath-Check). Maintenance on repair records are accessed through
boat license.

Leading Worldwide Specialist in Marine Diagnostics
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Diagnostic functions

Diagnostic functions

DIAGNOSIS
Connect the Master Marine Pro and analyze vessel systems to locate the faults quickly.
• Reads and clears error codes.
• Locates and describes faults in detail.
• Displays information on components affected by fault.
• Perform needed repair operations.
The troubleshooting guide describes, step by step, possible causes of failure.
• Technical data and wiring diagrams allow quick an easy repair.
• Master Marine Pro Diagnosis activation, measurement and calibration functions
will easily guide you through the repair process.
• Check the boatl, verify proper systems operation with Master Marine Pro and clear errors from the ECU.

CONCLUSION
Master Marine Pro lets you create reports detailing all repairs carried out, repair time and other
relevant data.
This is Master Marine Pro, the best diagnostics equipment and technical support team to keep
marine business ahead of the fleet.

The most powerful device in the market

Diagnostic functions
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Diagnostic errors

Master Marine Pro provides information needed for the easy and
effective vessel repairs

2. Freeze-frame data

3. Help with error and
affected components

1. Errors list
7. Troubleshooting step by step
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Diagnostic errors

Diagnostic errors

Master Marine Pro provides information registered in the ECU, plus much more

4. Component information

8. Troubleshooting details

5. Component location

6. Wiring diagrams system

9. Troubleshooting technical reports

Diagnostic errors
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Outstanding functions

FLEET CUSTOMIZATION
This function allows you to customize and organize your fleet,
create your customers and boat profiles.

DIRECT ACCESS TO SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
Through the wiring diagrams of components. Also you can find
out other useful technical information (technical data, engine
statement, maintance guides, components tune up...).

VIRTUAL INSTRUMENTS
A real time system measurements group is displayed on the
systems diagram, providing an overall view for quick assessment
of proper system operation.
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Outstanding functions

Outstanding functions

SYSTEM DISPLAY
System measurements may be displayed by virtual instruments.
Temperature, pressure and voltage values are shown on different
gauges. Optimum operating ranges are set, maximum and
minimum values are marked, for user-friendly system checks.

TROUBLESHOOTING
Master Marine Pro troubleshooting guides the boat repair
professional easily and effectively. Possible causes of failures
are listed according to the boat’s symptoms and the repair
steps are then listed logically. Master Marine Pro gives the
essential technical, wiring diagrams, location of components,
and other information at every step.

BLUETOOTH OPTION
You can work more in a comfortable way by getting connected
by bluetooth while operating with Master Marine Pro. This
option will allow you to make your repairings from up to 20
metres away from the marine engine.

Outstanding functions
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Outstanding functions

VESSEL TECHNICAL DATA
This Master Marine Pro function lets you see the engine technical
data and gives helpful explanations and graphics so you can get to
know the engine and understand the problem. Master Marine Pro
Troubleshooting takes repair professionals through the process
easily and effectively.

GRP
For the shop, fleet or shop network, this module is essential for
managing boats, customers records, repair times, and means
greater productivity for your shop. In a workshop network, GRP
lets you sync information, so any shop can access any boat’s
information in detail, right from the network. GRP offers faster
system recognition, repair and maintenance.

CONNECTORS
Master Marine Pro indicates the location and appearance of
the engine diagnostics connectors. We also provide a multipin
connector set, useful in case the the diagnostics connector is
dammaged.
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Outstanding functions

Outstanding functions

Detailed technical information includes images, pictograms, graphics,
diagrams and pictures for every boat needing diagnotics.
In this complete application we can find:
• Vessel technical data
• System technical data
• Vessel service data
• Repair times

• Wiring diagrams
• Component location
• Technical reports
• Manual diagnosis

Master Marine Pro Info is the market’s best benchmark
technical information database for commercial boats

Outstanding functions
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Master Marine Pro Expert

For the expert user, qualified to perform advanced diagnostics.
Diagnostics functions requiring special qualifications, and
for which data or parameters are recorded in the system,
are “Expert Mode” functions:
• Sensor calibration (injectors, vgt, accelerator, etc.)
• System operation parameters settings
• Maintenance services configuration
• Electronic components replacements
• Systems operation verification
• Programming keys and remote controls

Now you
can become a
Diagnostic Expert
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Master Marine Pro Expert

Additional Updates

Every day, new vessels are manufactured all over the world,
incorporating new electronic management systems and the latest
technological developments.
We are commited to update Master Marine Pro Application List three times a year in
order to include new models and systems.
Master Marine Pro is the top marine engines repairing tool in the market. It can be used for
assisting the repairment of 599 of the main engine brands for the time being (September 2016).
It covers a huge marine market segment, from PWC to big powered diesel engines.
It has a very intuitive graphic interface, providing you full organized electronic systems information
in a very simple way.

Master Marine Pro advances and
improves with each software updates

Updates
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Master Marine Pro has an
abroad application, covering the
following market segments:

Equipment

Jet Ski Diagnosis
Inboard Diagnosis
Outboard Diagnosis
Super Yachts Diagnosis

Master Marine Pro equipment is designed
to meet the demands and needs of the most
demanding technicians from workshops and
roadside assistance services. It is ready for
harsh working conditions and any kind of
weather.
Certifications:
• FCC
• CE
• RoHs
Master Marine Pro is the top marine diagnostics
tool on the market. It can be used to diagnose
the vessels manufactured by the main brands, it
interacts with electronically controlled systems
and provides technical data.
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Equipment

Marine Diagnostics Software

One of the things that set Master Marine Pro apart from its
competitors is the attractive and intuitive design of the graphic
interface, which connects to the systems in an easy and targeted
manner.
With Master Marine Pro you can get all the information you might
need for electronic systems: error descriptions, relevant data, error
rates, frequencies, etc.
Check the sensor or valve screens to see real time measurements
of the sensors or valves, activate or deactivate components
such as cylinder shut-off, ignition coils activation, etc. You can
also use it to calibrate components, set parameters and perform
maintenance operations.

Marine Diagnostics Software
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Full kit
Master Marine Pro Full kit includes
close to 900 systems, from PWC to
commercial Inboards engines.
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Full kit

Leading Worldwide Specialist
in Marine Diagnostics
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Boat kit
The kit for the professional, including most
representative Inboards and Outboards
engine brands all over the world.
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Boat kit

Inboard kit
The kit for the professional, including
most representative Inboard engine
brands all over the world.

Inboard kit
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Outboard kit
The kit for the professional, including
most representative Outboard engine
brands all over the world.
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Outboard kit

Jet Ski kit
The kit for the Jet Ski professional,
including brands like Yamaha, BRP
Seadoo, Honda, HRS Benelli...

Jet Ski kit
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Do it yourself kit
You can also combine the brands you wish by
using our "a la carte" offers.
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Do it yourself

Services

CUSTOMER SERVICE

FEEDBACK

A live, full-support team is here for all your
Master Marine Pro customer service needs:

By using Master Marine Pro's Feedback special
function, you can be contacted within the 24
hours* for ever remote assistance**.

• Latest updates
• Updates schedules
• Device license management
• New products, hardware and software
• Special offers
• Invoicing and purchase orders
• Shipping management
• Marketing

* Depending on geographical area.
** Assistance for USA, Mexico and Canada provided from the USA.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Technical support is essential to solve certain types of failures. Constant technological
developments mean that mechanics need to update their knowledge regularly. 2MPro offers
specialized support, based on the experience of our technicians, and developments in technical
information. Master Marine Pro customers trust our specialized technical support year after year,
including remote support connections, to help you get a solution right away.

Services
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2MPro

Master Marine Pro is the innovative interface from 2MPro for electronics
diagnosis of marine engines, jet ski, outboard and inboard
The 2MPro project started in November 2012 in developping the most advanced repairing assistance tool
for the marine world and has been dubbed Master Marine Pro.
In 2014, after traveling the world and ending all the validations in the different engines systems, 2MPro
launches its best product.
The high added value is that our professional can provide a full service maintenance and diagnosis on the
main engines on the market, in their own facilities without displacement.
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